HEALER: Relation Learning Guided Kernel Fuzzing
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Motivation

Solution

Evaluation

◼Former calls setup related kernel states.
◼The latter calls can be influenced by those states.
◼Influence relations exist between two system calls if
a former can alter the latter’s execution path.

◼Learn influence relations between system calls
continuously and dynamically.
◼Guide call sequence generation and mutation with
learned relations to improve the quality of input.

◼Improve coverage by 28%, 21%, compared with
Syzkaller and Moonshine, with 2.2x, 1.8x speedup.
◼Healer found 218 bugs during two weeks, 33 are
confirmed by maintainers as previously-unknown.

Step 1. Static Learning

◼ By analyzing the usage of resource type, obvious relations
can be derived.

Step 2. Dynamic Learning

◼Existing work generates and mutates call sequences
based on empirical methods, e.g., Syzkaller uses
choice table to guide input generation, which may
even hinder its fuzzing capabilities.
◼We propose to use relation to guide the generation
and mutation, refine relations with relation learning.

◼ For adjacent call pair (𝐶𝑖 , 𝐶𝑗 ) in a minimized sequence:
◼ Remove 𝐶𝑖 , observe the coverage change of 𝐶𝑗
◼ If the coverage of 𝐶𝑗 changed, then 𝐶𝑖 must have
influence relation with 𝐶𝑖 , because they’re adjacent.
◼ Execute whenever an interesting input is discovered.

Influence relations exist between syscalls. The quality
of generated input can be improved with relations.

Initialize with static learning and refine with dynamic
learning. Guide synthesis with learned relations.

◼Algorithm is learning a complex graph, where each
node represents a system call and each edge
represents influence relation.

Evaluation results demonstrate that relation play a
significant role in improving the quality of input.

